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SOLAR ACTIVITY DURING SKYLAB - ITS DISTRIBUTION
AND RELATION TO CORONAL HOLES
INTRODUCTION
In the course of assembling the record of solar activity during the period
of Skylab observations, researchers have noted that solar flares [ 11, sunspots
and coronal transients [2j, and corona bright points [31 were not distributed
uniformly in solar longitude but, instead, were associated with one hemisphere
of the Sun (1;16-315 heliographic degrees longitude). In contrast, coronal holes
dominated the quiet hemisphere 11,4 1. In this report, we examine the distribu-
tion and properties of solar active regions observed during the Skylab period,
comparing regions within the active hemisphere with regions near coronal holes.
Correlations are presented of (1) flare activity versus heliographic
longitude, (2) active region lifetimes versus coronal hole proximity, (3) active
region flare production versus coronal hole proximity, and (4) active region
magnetic configurations versus coronal hole proximity. Also presented are Hcr
synoptic maps showing corona hole outlines, each map including an activity
histogram for each Carrington rotation and a chart summarizing solar activity
for the entire Skylab mission; period.
METHODOLOGY
Solar activity during the Skylab period is shown in Figures 1 through 10,
using histogr;uns and Her synoptic charts. The charts are annotated with the 	 a
serial numbers of active regions and filaments as assigned by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Space Environment Center
in Boulder, Colorado. Furthermore, these charts identify the neutral lines in
the radial component of the solar magnetic fields as mapped by filaments and
systems of fine structures visible in Ila filtergranrs obtained by flare patrol 	 1
telescopes [5]. Bohlin[41, Bohlin and Rubenstein [G], and McIntosh et al. ['7]
have shown that the boundaries of coronal holes have a close relationship to the
patterns of large-scale magnetic fields as depicted from Ha observations. To
these charts we have added the coronal hole outlines as published by Nolte et al.
[S] and Bohlin and Rubenstein [6].
"•.f
i
Active regions !^- 20 degrees front
	
corotud hole boundary were utilized
in the coronal bole/active region study.	 rheso distances were measured from
' the centrold of the Ila region to the border of the corona! hole (at central
meridian) as depicted on the synoptic naps.
Ila flare activity, during Skylab was tabulated by the NOAA 'Air Weather
Service (AWS) real-time solar observing network, subsequent film reviews,
and by other solar observatories. Interpretation and compilation of these reports
were performed by hirman at al. (9J.	 X-ray flare magnitudes were determined
front SOLRAD 9 and VELA satellite observations. 	 Using these Nn and X-ray
h data, we have plotted the distribution of solar flare occurrence versus hello-
graphic longitude in 5 degree increments for each rotation (shown in Figures 1
k through 10 below the synoptic maps as histograms).	 Figure 11 illustrates flare
occurrence versus heliographic longitude and active region positions for the
entire Skylab period.	 (Only glare activity observed during; the Skylab mission is
included in Figure 11.)
f	 Lifetimes of active regions were deterntined by their appearance and
f	 disappearance as depicted oil 	 magnetic neutral line maps which were
drawn tit 	 time front 	 prints transmitted (approximately every 6 hours)
h to the NOAA solar support group at the NASA/Johnson Space Center. Active
region lifetimes tit 	 (t) wore divided into three groups; 	 t < 1, 1 < t s 7,
and t > 7.	 Active regions which traversed the east limb and died on the disk
a i	 within 7 days and those which were born oil 	 disk ,	 then traversed the west
limb within 7 days are included in this sample. 	 however, since their lifetimes
are somewhat ambiguous, we have assigned half of these regions to the second
group (1 < t s 7) and half to the third group (t > 7).
Comparison of active region magnetic parameters was achieved utilizing
Alt. W'ilson's classification system and data. For NOAA active regions with
corresponding lilt. Wilson region numbers, the maximum magnetic complexity
observed was taken front the Solar Geophysical Data (Prompt) region reports.
For NOAA active regions without corresponding Alt. Wilson region numbers,
1
	
NOAA ,AWS observatory determinations of Alt. Wilson classifications were used.
These parameters were subdivided into three subsets of increasing conapledty;
(1) regions without sunspots, (2) regions with Alt. Wilson classification of a or





As Mson alai iletleman 111 imported, the Nun oxhibil y d an active and tut
inactive lit, till s tile ee during, tilt, SIMah ndssttm Ix o riotl Irum mitt-1974:I to ntid-
19", I. As shown ill figure 11. tilt , artier lit , ndsphcrt, tr;asactually comprised of
t.hrvv disereiv, acive longitude hands . 1 15-17.) dogivvs, .145-220 degrees, and
2 . 111-295 degrl,es. Adilt , I and 1•'19ur(, 12 present the flare IWOdUVIit'll (Or tht,
active hemisphere. Although only ;19 poreont of the total nuUlber of regltms
observed during Nights lay in this active hemisphere, they accounted for approxi
stately 91) perconl of I114' total number of flares.
Tattle I and I Igury 1, ;list, ::hull ow aclivit> produced by active reglons
- 20 degrees from IN , conmul holes. tine finds that the optical and X-ra y fl art,
product-ion lav these rct,tkins is less per region \then coUlPnred to the regions
associated with 1.114' :10itr hcmisphore. V ul'thortlwrv, when file larger optical
O1:' More vilergetio X- 1 •a\' flares ;It'l l considered, flare production per region is
lower still. For these regions measured to he - 10 del.'t'eos from a Corona) hole
bouwWry ( 11 pereont of the total nuulllor of regions), we find that Bare produe-
tion is dvvrcased to approximately 10 Itorvout kit tilt , shylab total. (In V igure 1'da,
percentages (ei' 1 •egit,ns heal' cot •t,mal holes 1vAvct the lwrvvtdnge of tOln1 Rare
productiou of those regions :after normalization of file numb e r of the (,oronal hole
regions it) fl iv lnuidwr of Mite IwmI phere rvghms. )
Included in this sample of roglons 	 10 dcgroos front a coronal boll, is it
flaro-rich active Comhlrs composed of regions ,'s7 and 2112. C uronal little "-+ 1 101
formed approsinmlCly a dcgrevs from tb(,sm ttto rel;it,ns during 1 .Otali pn 1600.
The location of regions 2S and 202 twennu • eseeedini;ly quiet during the subse-
quent two solar rotafittns, producing only kill( , zu'llfnt'o. while coronal little '_,+
enlargod and bveanle connected to 1114' southern 110131' hale. M till(, the location of
regions 287 and 292 is within out, of the active lon:ittudc belts, t.be development:
of Corunnl bolo 'd+ appears it , have effected Lilo :mIlsoquent damping of Ihl, flare
production of that pe(,t• iously ncHvv area. I'la' appearanc(, of native regions 2s7
and 292 In tb:d nctiva lkini rttudo Land is not anomalous . The resultant effects of
tilt, subsequent birth and growth of curetted bolo :'+ :it'l l believed part, of a large-
so;tlt,, long-lived process rather than till(' offocts of individual aettvt , region
parameter's.
The Contribution of active vegions 2s7 :and 202 to the flare producl.ion
totals of regions 10 (lei,rces from cocinlal hots is significant. Without that
contribution, Me remaining 31 regions (Is lKreent of the total) = la degrt,es
from corolu"I holes produced only 2 perconl of the total snbRave production with
no X-ray flares exceeding the class C intensity helm: observed.
3
Because of.the expanded active region numbering scheme used by solar
i'	 forecasters during Skylab,' there is an inherent bias toward a higher number of
small, short-lived active regions in this study as compared to most previous
studies of active region lifetimes defined by sunspot and calcium plage parame-
ters. However, since forecaster adherence to the criteria for assignment of1 region numbers remained consistent within the Skylab period, numbered active
regions can be compared and correlated by longitudinal distribution within that
period.
From Table 1 and Figure 12b we note that the active hemisphere con-
tained more long- than short-lived active regions. We also note that the con-
verse of this is true for active regions in the vicinity of coronal holes.
Finally, in Table 1 and Figure 12c, Mt. Wilson magnetic classifications
for Skylab active regions are compared. Regions in the active longitudes had
a tendency to be more complex than average, and regions near coronal holes were
slightly less complex. In fact, for the subset of active regions s 10 degrees from
coronal holes (excluding regions 287 and 292) no complex magnetic configurations
were observed. The percentage of normal and reversed polarity regions for the
different subsets of active regions is approximately equal to that of the whole Sun.
CONCLUSIONS
Based upon this study of a discrete portion of a solar cycle, several
_	 trends become evident. During Skylab, active regions near coronal holes
generally (1) produced very little Rare activity, (2) had relatively short life-
times, and (3) were magnetically simple. Also during Skylab, the Sun contained
an active hemisphere which (1) was composed of three distinct longitude bands
of activity and (2) produced almost all of the flaring activity.
1. The criteria for assigning a NOAA region number to an Hoy feature during
Skylab differed somewhat from those generally used prior and subsequent to
Skylab. In addition to regions with sunspots and those which produced flares,
emerging flux regions and other regions of specific interest to the Skylab
solar experimenters were also given region numbers.
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